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1 Year 20091.1 Publiations Resulting from the Projet 2009
P. Ahenbah et al. [KAOS-A1 Collaboration],Future use of silion photomultipliers for KAOS at MAMI and P̄ANDA at FAIR,Nul. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. A 610 (2009) 358-361.Abstrat:A haraterization of sintillating �bres with silion photomultiplier read-out wasperformed in view of their possible appliation in �bre traking detetor systems.Suh a onept is being onsidered for the KAOS spetrometer at the Mainz Mi-rotron MAMI and as a time-of-�ight start detetor for the hypernulear physisprogramme at the P̄ANDA experiment of the FAIR projet. Results on partile de-tetion e�ieny and time resolution are disussed. In summary, the silion deviesare very suitable for the detetion of the low light yield from sintillating �bres in-sofar a trigger sheme is found to ope with the noise rate harateristis.P. Ahenbah et al. [A1 Collaboration],Front-end eletronis for the Kaos spetrometer at MAMI,IEEE Trans. Nul. Si. 56 (2009) 316-319.Abstrat:A new front-end eletronis system has been developed for the eletron arm trakingdetetors in the Kaos spetrometer at the Mainz mirotron MAMI. The signals ofmulti-anode photomultipliers are olleted by 96-hannel front-end boards, digitizedby double-threshold disriminators and the signal time is piked up by F1 TDChips. The system was designed to proess more than 4,000 hannels and to opewith the high eletron �ux in the spetrometer and the high ount rate requirementof the detetors. A subset of 288 hannels was installed and suessfully used in the2008 data taking period of the Kaos spetrometer.M. Agnello et al.Study of the performane of HPGe detetors operating in very high magneti �elds,Nul. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. A 606 (2009) 560-568.Abstrat:A new generation of high-resolution hypernulear γ-spetrosopy experiments usinghigh-purity germanium (HPGe) detetors is presently designed for the FINUDAspetrometer at DAΦNE, the Frasati Φ-fatory, and for PANDA, the p-p̄ hadronspetrometer at the future FAIR faility. In both spetrometers the HPGe detetors1



have to be operated in strong magneti �elds. In this paper we report on a seriesof measurements performed on a HPGe detetor inserted in a magneti �eld of in-tensity up to 2.5T, the highest ever reahed for operations with a HPGe, and withdi�erent orientations of the detetor's axis with respet to �eld diretion. A signi�-ant worsening of the energy resolution was found, but with a moderate loss of thee�ieny. The most relevant features of the peak shapes, desribed by bi-Gaussianfuntions, are parametrized in terms of �eld intensity and energy: this allows toorret the spetra measured in magneti �eld and to reover the energy resolutionalmost ompletely.M. Agnello et al.Mesoni and Non-Mesoni Weak Deay of Hypernulei with FINUDA,Nul. Phys. A 827 (2009) 303-305.Abstrat:The FINUDA experiment performed a systemati study of both mesoni and non-mesoni weak deay of p-shell Λ-hypernulei. Reent results on the mesoni deayrates and the non-mesoni deay ratios are illustrated and brie�y disussed.M. Agnello et al. [FINUDA Collaboration],New results on mesoni weak deay of p-shell Λ-hypernulei,Phys. Lett. B 681 (2009) 139-146.Abstrat:The FINUDA experiment performed a systemati study of the harged mesoniweak deay hannel of p-shell Λ-hypernulei. Negatively harged pion spetra frommesoni deay were measured with magneti analysis for the �rst time for 7
ΛLi, 9

ΛBe,
11
Λ B and 15

Λ N. The shape of the π− spetra was interpreted through a omparisonwith pion distorted wave alulations that take into aount the struture of bothhypernuleus and daughter nuleus. Branhing ratios Γπ−/Γtot were derived fromthe measured spetra and onverted to π− deay rates Γπ− by means of known orextrapolated total deay widths Γtot of p-shell Λ-hypernulei. Based on these mea-surements, the spin-parity assignment 1/2+ for 7
ΛLi and 5/2+ for 11

Λ B ground-stateare on�rmed and a spin-parity 3/2+ for 15
Λ N ground-state is assigned for the �rsttime.E. Bauer and G. Garbarino,Exhange terms in the two-nuleon indued non-mesoni weak deay of Λ-hypernulei,Nul. Phys. A 828 (2009) 29-51.Abstrat:The ontribution of Pauli exhange terms to the two-nuleon indued non-mesoni2



weak deay of 12
Λ C hypernulei, ΛNN → nNN (N = n or p), is studied within anulear matter formalism implemented in a loal density approximation. We haveadopted a weak transition potential inluding the exhange of the omplete otetsof pseudosalar and vetor mesons as well as a residual strong interation modeledon the Bonn potential. Among the exhange ontributions, only the dominant oneshave been evaluated mirosopially from the orresponding Goldstone diagrams;a Landau�Migdal model has been adopted for the remaining exhange terms. Theintrodution of exhange terms turns out to redue the two-nuleon indued non-mesoni rate by 18% and, jointly with an inrease in the one-nuleon indued rate bythe same magnitude, reveals to be signi�ant for an aurate determination of thefull set of hypernulear nonmesoni deay widths in theoretial and experimentalanalyses.S. Bianhin et al. [HypHI Collaboration],The HypHI projet: Hypernulear spetrosopy with stable heavy ion beams andrare isotope beams at GSI and FAIR,Intern. J. of Mod. Phys. E 18 (2009), pp. 2187-2191.Abstrat:The HypHI ollaboration aims to perform a preise hypernulear spetrosopy withstable heavy ion beams and rare isotope beams at GSI and FAIR in order to studyhypernulei at extreme isospin, espeially neutron rih hypernulei to look insighthyperon-nuleon interations in the neutron rih medium, and hypernulear ma-gneti moments to investigate baryon properties in the nulei1,2. We are urrentlypreparing for the �rst experiment with 6Li and 12C beams at 2AGeV to demons-trate the feasibility of a preise hypernulear spetrosopy by identifying 3

ΛH, 4
ΛHand 5

ΛHe2,3. The �rst physis experiment on these hypernulei is planned for 2009.In the present doument, an overview of the HypHI projet and the details of this�rst experiment will be disussed.1. T.R. Saito et al., Letter Of Intent of �Hypernulei with Stable Heavy Ion Beamand RI-beam Indued Reations at GSI (HypHI)�. Submitted to GSI PAC EA 30.2. T.R. Saito et al., Proeedings of The IXth International Conferene on Hyper-nulear and Strange Partile Physis HYP2006, Otober 10th-14th 2006, Mainz,Germany, p. 171.3. T.R. Saito et al, Proposal of the HypHI Phase 0 experiment approved by theG-PAC 34.D. Cabrera et al.Energy-weighted sum rules for mesons in hot and dense matter,Phys. Rev. C 80, 045201 (2009)Abstrat:We study energy-weighted sum rules of the pion and kaon propagator in nulear3



matter at �nite temperature. The sum rules are obtained from mathing the Dysonform of the meson propagator with its spetral Lehmann representation at low andhigh energies. We alulate the sum rules for spei� models of the kaon and pionself-energy. The in-medium spetral densities of the K and K̄ mesons are obtainedfrom a hiral unitary approah in oupled hannels that inorporates the S and Pwaves of the kaon-nuleon interation. The pion self-energy is determined from theP -wave oupling to partile-hole and ∆-hole exitations, modi�ed by short-rangeorrelations. The sum rules for the lower-energy weights are ful�lled satisfatorilyand re�et the ontributions from the di�erent quasipartile and olletive modesof the meson spetral funtion. We disuss the sensitivity of the sum rules to thedistribution of spetral strength and their usefulness as quality tests of model al-ulations.A. Feliiello,Strangeness nulear physis at FINUDA,La rivista del Nuovo Cimento 32 (4) (2009) 147-184.Abstrat:The FINUDA Experiment, installed at DAΦNE, ompleted its �rst two data takingampaigns. A seletion of the most interesting results is presented.A. Feliiello,Perspetives on the physis of hypernulei,Pro. of 6th Japan-Italy Symposium on Heavy-Ion Physis - ASR2008: Perspeti-ves in Nulear Physis -, Tokai, Japan, November, 11-15, 2008, Eds. S.C. Jeong, H.Miyatake, Y. Utsuno, H. Ikezoe, T. Motobayashi and A. Brao, (AIP, 29 Melville,New York, 2009) AIP Conferene Proeedings Vol. 1120, pp. 114-119 (2009).Abstrat:The imminent ommissioning of the Japan Proton Aelerator Researh Complex(J-PARC) and the planned onstrution of the Faility for Antiproton and Ion Re-searh (FAIR) will o�er the opportunity to pursue a systemati program of high-preision and high-statistis studies in the �eld of hypernulear physis. This subjetwill represent as well an important topi in the physis program approved for theupgraded Continuous Eletron Beam Aelerator Faility (CEBAF) at the ThomasJe�erson National Aelerator Faility (JLab).A survey of the future experimental initiatives is presented, with partiular empha-sis on the ativities that will be arried out by Italian and Japanese researhers.E. Friedman,Uni�ed approah to nulear densities from exoti atoms,Hyper�ne Interations, 193 (2009) 33-38. [invited talk at EXA08, Sept. 08, Vienna℄4



Abstrat:Parameters of nulear density distributions are derived from least-squares �ts tostrong interation observables in exoti atoms. Global analyses of antiprotoni andpioni atoms show reasonably good agreement between the two types of probesregarding the average behaviour of root-mean-square radii of the neutron distributi-ons. Apparent on�it regarding the shape of the neutron distribution is attributedto di�erent radial sensitivities of these two probes.A. Gal,Overview of K̄N and K̄-nuleus dynamis,Hyper�ne Interations, 193 (2009) 165-171. [invited talk at EXA08, Sept. 08, Vienna℄Abstrat:The main features of oupled-hannel K̄N dynamis near threshold and its reper-ussions in few-body K̄-nulear systems are brie�y reviewed highlighting theI = 1/2 K̄NN system. For heavier nulei, the extension of mean-�eld alulationsto multi-K̄ nulear quasibound states is disussed fousing on kaon ondensation.A. Gal,
π− deay rates of p-shell hypernulei revisited,Nul. Phys. A 828 (2009) 72-83.Abstrat:Expliit expressions for the parity-violating s-wave and the parity-onserving p-wave ontributions to π− weak deay rates of Λ hypernulei in the 1p shell aregiven in the weak-oupling limit, to update previous shell-model alulations andto ompare with reent π− spetra and total deay rates measured by the FINUDACollaboration for 7

ΛLi, 9
ΛBe, 11

Λ B and 15
Λ N. A useful sum rule for the summed strengthof Λ1s → p1p hypernulear π− weak deays is derived. Fair agreement betweenexperiment and alulations is reahed, using the primary s-wave amplitude andCohen�Kurath nulear wavefuntions. The role of the p-wave amplitude is studiedin detail for 15

Λ N and found to be seondary. Previous assignments of ground-statespin-parity values Jπ(7
ΛLig.s.) = 1

2

+ and Jπ(11
Λ Bg.s.) = 5

2

+ are on�rmed, and a newassignment Jπ(15
Λ Ng.s.) = 3

2

+ is made, based on the substantial suppression alula-ted here for the 15
Λ N(

1

2

+
)

→ π−15Og.s. weak deay rate.A. Gal,Few-Body Approahes and Problems in Hypernulei,Few-Body Syst. (2009) 45: 105-109 [invited talk at 5th Workshop on Critial Stabi-lity of Few-Body Systems, Erie 2008℄. 5



Abstrat:It takes two nuleons to bind a Λ hyperon, and perhaps as many as three nuleons tobind two Λ hyperons. Here I review few-body alulations whih onsider the onsetof binding in multi-strange hypernulei, inluding Ξ hyperons one the free-spaestrong-interation onversion ΞN → ΛΛ beomes Pauli forbidden in Λ-abundantmatter. Quasibound states of K̄ mesons in few-nuleon systems are also brie�y dis-ussed.D. Gazda, E. Friedman, A. Gal, J. Mareš,Multi-K̄ hypernulei,Phys. Rev. C 80, 035205 (2009) [arXiv:0906.5344 [nul-th℄℄.Abstrat:Relativisti mean-�eld alulations of multi-K̄ hypernulei are performed by adding
K− mesons to partile-stable on�gurations of nuleons, Λ and Ξ hyperons. For agiven hypernulear ore, the alulated K̄ separation energy BK̄ saturates with thenumber of K̄ mesons for more than roughly 10 mesons, with BK̄ bounded from aboveby 200 MeV. The assoiated baryoni densities saturate at values 2�3 times nulear-matter density within a small region where the K̄-meson densities peak, similarlyto what was found for multi-K̄ nulei. The alulations demonstrate that partile-stable multistrange {N, Λ, Ξ} on�gurations are stable against strong-interationonversions Λ → NK̄ and Ξ → NK̄K̄, on�rming and strengthening the onlusionthat kaon ondensation is unlikely to our in strong-interation self-bound strangehadroni matter.Mikhail E. Gusakov, Elena M. Kantor, Pawel Haensel,Relativisti entrainment matrix of a super�uid nuleon-hyperon mixture: The zerotemperature limit,Phys. Rev. C 79, 055806 (2009)Abstrat:We alulate the relativisti entrainment matrix Yik at zero temperature for anuleon-hyperon mixture omposed of neutrons, protons, and Λ and Σ− hyperons, aswell as eletrons and muons. This matrix is analogous to the entrainment matrix (al-so termed mass-density matrix or Andreev-Bashkin matrix) of nonrelativisti theory.It is an important ingredient for modeling the pulsations of massive neutron starswith super�uid nuleon-hyperon ores. The alulation is done in the frame of therelativisti Landau Fermi-liquid theory generalized to the ase of super�uid mixtu-res; the matrix Yik is expressed through the Landau parameters of nuleon-hyperonmatter. The results are illustrated with a partiular example of the σ−ω−ρ mean-�eld model with salar self-interations. Using this model, we alulate the matrix
Yik and the Landau parameters. We also analyze the stability of the ground state ofnuleon-hyperon matter with respet to small perturbations.6



Mikhail E. Gusakov, Elena M. Kantor, Pawel Haensel,Relativisti entrainment matrix of a super�uid nuleon-hyperon mixture. II. E�etof �nite temperatures,Phys. Rev. C 80, 015803 (2009)Abstrat:We alulate the important quantity of super�uid hydrodynamis, the relativistientrainment matrix for a nuleon-hyperon mixture at arbitrary temperature. In thenonrelativisti limit this matrix is also termed the Andreev-Bashkin or mass-densitymatrix. Our results an be useful for modeling the pulsations of massive neutronstars with super�uid nuleon-hyperon ores and for studies of the kineti propertiesof super�uid baryon matter.O. Majlingová, L. Majling,On lusters aompanying weak deay of light hypernulei,Proeedings 16-th Conferene of Czeh and Slovak Physiists Hrade Králové, Sep-tember 8�11, 2008. Editor: J. Kriz, pp. 96�103.O. Majlingová, L. Majling,Delayed lusters aompanying non-mesoni weak deay of the hypernulei,Relativisti Nulear Physis and Quantum Chromodynamis, (Proeedings of the19-th International Baldin Seminar on High Energy Physis Problems, Dubna, Rus-sia, September 29 � Otober 4, 2008.) Editors: A.N. Sissakian, V.V. Burov, A.I.Malakhov, S.G. Bondarenko, E.B. Plekhanov, Vol. 1, pp. 315�320.D. Nakajima et al. [HypHI Collaboration],Sintillating �ber detetors for the HypHI projet at GSI,Nul. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. A 608 (2009) 287-290.Abstrat:The onstrution and properties of three sets of two-dimensional sintillating �berdetetor arrays for traking of harged partiles used in the HypHI Phase 0 ex-periment at GSI will be reported in this paper. The position resolutions and thedetetion e�ieny of detetors have been obtained for eah layer of detetors byusing 6Li primary beams and partiles with Z = 1 produed by fragment reations of
136Xe projetiles on the hydrogen target. Besides, the response of energy depositionof harged partiles in the �rst detetor set plaed right behind the target has beenstudied by using light projetile fragments with Z = 1, 2 and 3 produed by 58Niand 12C beams. Extrated resolutions for energy deposition and position as well asthe detetion e�ieny ful�ll the requirements of the HypHI Phase 0 experiment.7



J. Pohodzalla,Exploring the nulear potential of antihyperons with antiprotons at P̄ANDA,Hyper�ne Interat (2009) 194:255�261, DOI 10.1007/s10751-009-0083-9Abstrat:A shemati Monte Carlo simulation is used to examine the potential of the P̄ANDAexperiment to extrat information on the interation of antihyperons in nulei by ex-lusive hyperon-antihyperon pair prodution lose to threshold in antiproton nuleusinterations. Due to energy and momentum onservation event-by event transversemomentum orrelations of the produed hyperon and antihyperons ontain infor-mation on the di�erene between their potentials. It is demonstrated that for ΛΛ̄and ΞΞ̄ pairs produed at antiproton momenta of 1.66GeV/ and 2.9GeV/, re-spetively, the asymmetry is su�iently sensitive even if the density as well as themomentum dependenies of the potentials are onsidered.S. Sánhez Majos et al. [KAOS-A1 Collaboration],Noise and radiation damage in silion photomultipliers exposed to eletromagnetiand hadroni radiation,Nul. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. A 602 (2009) 506-510.Abstrat:For the eletron arm traking system in the KAOS spetrometer at the Mainz Mi-rotron MAMI a detetor based on 2m long sintillating �bres read out by silionphotomultipliers (SiPM) is planned. Beause of the detetor's lose proximity tothe intense eletron beam a study of noise and radiation damage in SiPM has beenperformed. A sample of devies was exposed diretly to a 14MeV eletron beamand to a mixed radiation �eld in the experimental area. First notieable e�ets area large inrease in the dark ount rate and a severe loss of the gain uniformity.S. Sánhez Majos, P. Ahenbah and J. Pohodzalla,E�ieny studies for a traking detetor based on square 1.5m long sintillating�bers read out by SiPM,Nul. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. A 610 (2009) 502-508.Abstrat:A traking detetor based on 1.5m long sintillating �bers is being developed for theeletron arm of the KAOS spetrometer at the Mainz Mirotron MAMI. Measure-ments on light attenuation, partile detetion e�ienies and aidental oinidenerates with a prototype set-up using 2×2mm2 �bers read out by silion photomulti-pliers (SiPM) are presented. The highest e�ieny at the lowest aidental oini-dene rate was reahed for high trigger thresholds at the largest SiPM bias voltages.8



The in�uene of signal attenuation and dispersion on detetion e�ienies is disus-sed. The results are in good agreement with a Monte Carlo model that was used topredit detetor harateristis for di�erent �ber geometries.
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1.2 Conferene Presentations 2009
P. Ahenbah [A1 Collaboration],Installation and ommissioning of the KAOS spetrometer at MAMI,European Nulear Physis Conferene and Spring Meeting of the German PhysialSoiety, Hadroni and Nulear Physis Division, Bohum, Germany, 16�20 Marh2009.[http://bohum09.dpg-tagungen.de/index.html?lang=en℄Abstrat:At the Institut für Kernphysik in Mainz, Germany, the mirotron MAMI has beenupgraded to 1.5GeV eletron beam energy and an now be used to study strangehadroni systems. In reent years the ompat magneti spetrometer KAOS was in-stalled in the existing spetrometer faility operated by the A1 ollaboration. KAOSis espeially suitable for the detetion of kaons. Sine September 2008 measurementsof kaon prodution on hydrogen have been suessfully performed. The identi�ationof Λ and Σ0 hyperons in the missing mass has demonstrated the apability of theextended faility to perform strangeness eletro-prodution spetrosopy. Kaons inthe angular range of 21-43◦ and momentum range of 400-600MeV/ were detetedwith a survival probability of around 10% and identi�ed by their time-of-�ight. In2009, the KAOS spetrometer will over simultaneously eletron sattering angleslose to 0◦ and kaon sattering angles around 5◦ up to 15◦ in order to extrat dyna-mial information from the K+ angular distribution.P. Ahenbah,A Roadmap to hypernulear physis at MAMI and PANDA,International Conferene on MAMI and Beyond, Shloss Waldthausen, Mainz, Ger-many, 30 Marh � 2 April 2009.[http://www.phmi.uni-mainz.de/3260.php℄P. AhenbahExperimental aspets of hypernulear physis with eletron beams,26th Students' Workshop on Eletromagneti Interations, Bosen (Saar), Germany,30 August � 4 September 2009.[http://wwwa1.kph.uni-mainz.de/Bosen/℄E. Botta,Reent results on mesoni and non-mesoni weak deays,Hyp X � 10th International Conferene on Hypernulear and Strange Partile Phy-sis, Tokai, Japan, 14-18 September 2009.10



[http://www-onf.kek.jp/hyp2009/program.html℄E. Botta,Hypernulei,EINN09 � 8th European Researh Conferene on Eletromagneti Interations withNuleons and Nulei, Milos Island, Greee 27 September � 2 Otober 2009.T. Bressani,Summary talk,Hyp X � 10th International Conferene on Hypernulear and Strange Partile Phy-sis, Tokai, Japan, 14-18 September 2009.[http://www-onf.kek.jp/hyp2009/program.html℄P. Bydžovský,Eletroprodution of Strangeness,SPHERE Kik-o� Meeting, Mainz, Germany, 4-5 June, 2009.P. Bydžovský,Hypernulear Physis � eletroprodution of hypernulei,26th Students' Workshop on Eletromagneti Interations, Bosen (Saar), Germany,30 August � 4 September 2009.[http://wwwa1.kph.uni-mainz.de/Bosen/℄S. Bufalino [FINUDA Collaboration],Reent results on mesoni weak deays of Λ-hypernulei with FINUDA,European Nulear Physis Conferene, Bohum, Germany, 10-20 Marh 2009.[http://bohum09.dpg-tagungen.de/index.html?lang=en℄Abstrat:Reent results obtained by analyzing the data olleted up to now by the FINUDAspetrometer at the DAFNE omplex at INFN-LNF in Frasati (Italy) will be pre-sented, in partiular the results on the weak π−-mesoni deay hannel of p-shell
Λ-Hypernulei will be disussed.The study is related to the spetrosopy of negative pions spetra emitted in themesoni weak deay of 5

ΛHe, 7
ΛLi, 9

ΛBe, 11
Λ B and 15

Λ N following the reation:
K−

stop +A Z →A
Λ Z + π−Exploiting both the target thinness and the good transpareny of the FINUDA ap-paratus, pion momenta as low as 80MeV/ have been analyzed with a dediatedversion of the FINUDA reonstrution ode, allowing to investigate for the �rsttime the very low momentum region of negative pion spetra, populated through11



various mesoni deay mehanisms. Many-body and, when present, also two-bodymesoni deay hannels have been studied and the relative amplitudes, Γπ−�2bodyand Γπ−�tot, or branhing ratios have been measured and will be presented. Com-parison with existing experimental data [1℄ and theoretial preditions [2℄ will beshowed.[1℄ S. Kameoka et al., Nul.Phys. A754 (2005),173. J. Sasao et al., Phys. Lett. B 579(2004), 258.[2℄ T. Motoba and K. Itonaga, Prog. Theor. Phys. Suppl. 117 (1994) 477.S. Bufalino [FINUDA Collaboration],Study of non mesoni weak deay of Λ�hypernulei: reent results from FINUDAexperiment,European Nulear Physis Conferene, Bohum, Germany, 10-20 Marh 2009.[http://bohum09.dpg-tagungen.de/index.html?lang=en℄Abstrat:In free spae, a Λ partile deays dominantly as Λ → Nπ. In the ase of Λ bound ina nuleus, a Λ hypernuleus, Λ is also able to ouple with a nuleon as ΛN → nN(non-mesoni weak deay, NMWD). The FINUDA experiment is installed at oneof the interation regions of the DAFNE Φ-fatory in Frasati and it is mostly de-diated to the high resolution spetrosopy of Λ hypernulei and to the study oftheir weak deays. The aim of this work is to present the reent experimental resultsobtained from the study of the NMWD of 5
ΛHe, 7

ΛLi, 9
ΛBe, 11

Λ B, 12
Λ C, 13

Λ C, 15
Λ N and

16
Λ O. Thanks to the exellent apabilities of the FINUDA detetor (measurement ofthe proton spetra with magneti analysis and prodution from very thin targets)the spetra feature a preision and low energy threshold (15MeV) never reahedin previous experiments. The measured spetra are quite di�erent from the onespreviously reported [1℄ as well as form the theoretial preditions [2℄ (5ΛHe and 12

Λ C).Also the ontribution of the Final State Interation and/or two nuleon absorptionproesses [3℄ has been evaluated.[1℄ S. Okada et al., PLB 597 (2004), 249.[2℄ G. Garbarino et al., PRC 69 (2004) 054603.[3℄ W.M. Alberio and G. Garbarino, Phys. Rep. 369 (2002), 1.S. Bufalino,Mesoni weak deay of Λ-Hypernulei: a new tool for the spetrosopi study ofhypernulei,International Conferene on Nulear reations on Nuleons and Nulei, Messina,Italy, 5-9 Otober 2009.[http://nuleo.unime.it/onf2009/index.html℄
12



L. Debenjak, S. Šira, and P. Ahenbah [A1 Collaboration],Study of transmission and light yield of an n=1.07 silia aerogel,European Nulear Physis Conferene and Spring Meeting of the German PhysialSoiety, Hadroni and Nulear Physis Division, Bohum, Germany, 16�20 Marh2009.[http://bohum09.dpg-tagungen.de/index.html?lang=en℄Abstrat:The large momentum aeptane of the Kaos spetrometer at the Mainz MirotronMAMI requires the disrimination between kaons and pions for momenta≥ 1GeV/.Silia aerogel with refrative index n ∼ 1.07 has been hosen as a Čerenkov radiatorfor pion suppression. The area to be overed by the aerogel (H×W ∼ 40 × 200 m2)is governed by the foal plane of the magneti spetrometer.A prototype detetor with two aerogel tiles of d = 2 m thikness and 20 × 10 m2total area was designed, built and tested. Modi�ations to the basi geometry of theprototype were tried, e.g. di�erent kinds of polished aluminum faes were used inthe interior in order to improve the re�etion of photons towards the PMTs.The behaviour of the prototype has been simulated by using Litrani, a C++/ROOT-based program. Di�erent parameters of the aerogel (absorption and sattering) havebeen measured and used as input data to the simulation ode. The harateristilengths were of the order of 10 m in the wavelength range of the produed Čerenkovphotons.During two beam-times in Ot. and Nov. 2008 at MAMI the performane of theprototype was measured with eletrons, pions, and protons. The absorption andsattering losses in the aerogel tiles lead to a very low number of deteed photons.Detetion e�ienies were determined at di�erent threshold settings and partilemomenta.A. Filippi,Study of two-body non-mesoni deays of light hypernulei with FINUDA,Hyp X � 10th International Conferene on Hypernulear and Strange Partile Phy-sis, Tokai, Japan, 14-18 September 2009.[http://www-onf.kek.jp/hyp2009/program.html℄E. Friedman,Many faets of the kaoni atoms 'puzzle',in arXiv:1003.2328, p.13. [Abstrat of a talk presented at ECT* Workshop. Ot. 09℄G. Garbarino,Exhange terms and ground state orrelations in non-mesoni weak deay of hyper-nulei,Workshop on Eletroweak interations with nulei, ECT*, Trento (Italy), Otober13



26-30, 2009.D. Gazda et al.Multi-K̄(hyper)nulei,ECT* Workshop on Hadroni Atoms and Kaoni Nulei, Trento, Italy, 12-16 Ot2009, arXiv:1003.2328v2 [nul-ex℄.E. Kim et al.The HypHI Phase 0 experiment at GSI,Korean Physial Soiety Annual Conferene (KPS), Chang-Won, South Korea, O-tober 21st-23rd, 2009.J. Lukstins,NIS-GIBS spetrometer for hypernulear researh,The 10th International Conferene on Hypernulear and Strange Partile Physis,Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan, September 14-18, 2009.V.K. Magas et al.The in-�ight C12 (K−, p) reation at KEK,International Workshop �Hadroni Atoms and Kaoni Nulei - solved puzzles, openproblems and future hallenges in theory and experiment�, ECT*, Trento, Italy, O-tober 12-16, 2009.V.K. Magas et al.The (K−, p) reation on 12C at KEK,XXXIX International Symposium on Multipartile Dynamis (ISMD 2009), �GoldSands�, Gomel Region, Belarus, September 4-9, 2009.Abstrat:We study the (K−, p) reation on 12C with a kaon beam of 1GeV momentum, pay-ing a speial attention to the region of emitted protons having kineti energy above600MeV, whih was used to laim a deep kaon nuleus optial potential [1℄. Theexperiment looks for fast protons emitted from the absorption of in �ight kaons bynulei, but in oinidene with at least one harged partile in the deay ounterssandwihing the target. The analysis of the data is done in [1℄ assuming that theoinidene requirement does not hange the shape of the �nal spetra. Howeverour detailed alulations show that this assumption doesn't hold, and, thus, the �-nal onlusion of this experiment is doubtful.We perform Monte Carlo simulation of this reation. The advantage of our methodwith respet to Green's funtion method used in [1℄ is that it allows to aount not14



only for quasi-elasti K−p sattering, but also for the other proesses whih ontri-bute to the proton spetra. We investigated the e�et of the multi-satterings andof the K− absorptions by one and two nuleons (K−N → πY and K−NN → Y N)followed by the deay of the hyperon in πN . We show that all these mehanismsallow us to explain reasonably well the observed spetrum with standard shallowkaon nuleus optial potential, obtained in hiral models.[1℄ T. Kishimoto et al., Prog. Theor. Phys. 118, 181 (2007).L. Majling, O. Majlingová,Delayed lusters aompanying nonmesoni weak deay of the Λ hypernulei: a lueto nonleptoni proesses,International Bogolyubov Conferene �Problems of Theoretial and MathematialPhysis� (dediated to the 100th anniversary of the birth of N.N. Bogolyubov),Dubna, Russia, August 21-27, 2009.L. Majling, O. Majlingová,Delayed lusters aompanying non-mesoni weak deay of the hypernulei,Hyp X � 10th International Conferene on Hypernulear and Strange Partile Phy-sis, Tokai, Japan, 14-18 September 2009.[http://www-onf.kek.jp/hyp2009/program.html℄J. Mares,Kaon ondensation and multi-strange matter,Hyp X � 10th International Conferene on Hypernulear and Strange Partile Phy-sis, Tokai, Japan, 14-18 September 2009.[http://www-onf.kek.jp/hyp2009/program.html℄Abstrat:We report on dynamial alulations of multi-K̄ hypernulei, whih were performedby adding K̄ mesons to partile-stable on�gurations of nuleons, Λ and Ξ hyperons.The K̄ separation energy as well as the baryoni densities saturate with the numberof antikaons. We demonstrate that the saturation is a robust feature of multi-K̄hypernulei. Beause the K̄ separation energy BK̄ does not exeed 200MeV, weonlude that kaon ondensation is unlikely to our in �nite strong-interation self-bound {N, Λ, Ξ} strange hadroni systems.D. Nakajima et al.Reent status of the HypHI projet for hypernulear spetrosopy with heavy ionindued reations,JPS annual onferene, Rikkyo University, Tokyo, Japan, Marh 27th-30th, 2009.15



B. Oezel et al.Das HypHI Projekt an der GSI und an FAIR,The XL. Arbeitstre�en �Kernphysik�, Shlehing/Obb., February 26th - Marh 5th,2009.A. Parreño,Few-body lattie physis,19th International IUPAP Conferene on Few-Body Problems in Physis, Bonn,Germany, 31 August � 5 September 2009.A. Parreño,Lattie QCD simulations of baryoni interations,6th International workshop on hiral dynamis, Bern, SWITZERLAND, July 6-10,2009.A. Parreño,Lattie QCD simulations of baryoni interations,International workshop on e�etive �eld theories: from the pion to the upsilon(EFT09), Valenia, Spain, February 1-6, 2009.J. Pohodzalla,Statistial Deay of Exited ΛΛ Hypernulei,Hyp X � 10th International Conferene on Hypernulear and Strange Partile Phy-sis, Tokai, Japan, 14-18 September 2009.[http://www-onf.kek.jp/hyp2009/program.html℄J. Pohodzalla,Roadmap for Hypernulear Physis in Europe,NUFRA2009, Seond International Conferene on Nulear Fragmentation - FromBasi Researh to Appliations, September 27 - Otober 4, 2009, Kemer (Antalya),Turkey.[http://�as.uni-frankfurt.de/historial/nufra2009/℄J. Pohodzalla,Exploring the potential of antibaryons in nulei with antiprotons,Workshop on �Physis and Upgrade of the J-PARC Hadron Faility�, September18th-19th, 2009 at Tokai, Japan. 16



T.R. Saito et al. [HypHI Collaboration],Hypernulear Spetrosopy with Heavy Ion Beams: The HypHI projet at GSI andtowards FAIR,Physial Soiety Annual Conferene (DPG), Bohum University Bohum, Germany,Marh 16th-20th, 2009.[http://bohum09.dpg-tagungen.de/index.html?lang=en℄Abstrat:Until reently hypernulei have been mainly studied via indued reations of meson-or eletron-beams on stable target materials, therefore the isospin of the produedhypernulei is lose to that of the target nuleus. In heavy ion ollisions, hyperons areprodued in the partiipant region and an be oalesed in the projetile fragmentforming a hypernuleus in the projetile rapidity region. Isospin of the produedhypernuleus is widely distributed due to the nature of fragmentation reations,therefore, this prodution method gives an opportunity to study neutron or protonrih hypernulei. Furthermore, with this method, the produed hypernulei an beseparated and their magneti moments an be measured for the �rst time.The HypHI ollaboration aims to perform preise hypernulear spetrosopy withstable heavy ion beams and rare isotope beams at GSI and FAIR. We are urrent-ly preparing for the �rst experiment (Phase 0) planned in 2009 with 6Li beams at2AGeV impinged on a arbon target to demonstrate the feasibility of the preisehypernulear spetrosopy by identifying light hypernulei mainly suh as 3
ΛH, 4

ΛHand 5
ΛHe. In the presentation, an overview of the HypHI projet and the detail ofthe Phase 0 experiment will be disussed.T.R. Saito et al.Unique opportunity of hypernulear spetrosopy by means of heavy ion ollisionwith the HypHI projet at GSI and FAIR,Annual NuSTAR Meeting 2009, GSI Darmstadt, Germany, Marh 23rd-27th, 2009.T.R. Saito et al.Hypernulear Spetrosopy with Heavy Ion Beams: The HypHI projet at GSI andtowards FAIR,SPHERE Kik-o� Workshop, Mainz University, Mainz, Germany, June 4th, 2009.T.R. Saito et al.Hypernulear Spetrosopy with Heavy Ion Beams: The HypHI projet at GSI andtowards FAIR,Korean Physial Soiety Annual Conferene (KPS), Chang-Won, South Korea, O-tober 21st-23rd, 2009. 17



S. Sánhez Majos, P. Ahenbah and J. Pohodzalla [A1 Collaboration],Studies on SiPM radiation hardness and low light level detetion,European Nulear Physis Conferene and Spring Meeting of the German PhysialSoiety, Hadroni and Nulear Physis Division, Bohum, Germany, 16�20 Marh2009.[http://bohum09.dpg-tagungen.de/index.html?lang=en℄Abstrat:A traking detetor based on two meters long sintillating �bers read out by sili-on photomultipliers (SiPM) is being developed for the KAOS spetrometer at theMainz Mirotron MAMI. Low light level detetion is hallenging for these deviesdue to their high dark ount rate. A relatively large ross-setion of 4mm2 has beenhosen as the optimum value for a minimal partile trajetories disturbane and amaximum detetion e�ieny. 100% detetion e�ienies has been measured withan experimental prototype read out by a SSPM-0606BG4MM-PCB Photonique de-vie at aidental oinidene rates of only a few Hertz. Beause of the detetorslose proximity to the intense eletron beam a study of noise and radiation damagehas been performed. SiPM have been irradiated with 14MeV eletron and exposedto mixed radiation in the experimental area. It is shown that the �rst notieabledamage onsists of an inrease in the rate of dark pulses and the loss of uniformityin the pixel gains. Realisti amounts of shielding have been tested and found to haveonly a relatively poor performane. Annealing has been proved to be only partiallye�etive for SiPM reovery.N.V. Shevhenko,Isospin mixing K̄N − πΣ interation and K̄NN − πΣN quasi-bound state,SPHERE Kik-o� Meeting, Mainz, Germany, 4-5 June, 2009.M. Sotona,Hypernulear alulations,International Conferene on MAMI and Beyond, Shloss Waldthausen, Mainz, Ger-many, 30 Marh � 2 April 2009.[http://www.phmi.uni-mainz.de/3260.php℄
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2 Year 20102.1 Publiations Resulting from the Projet 2010
P. Ahenbah [KAOS-A1 Collaboration],Strangeness physis with KAOS at MAMI,in Proeedings of the XLVII International Winter Meeting on Nulear Physis, Bor-mio, Italy, 26�30 January 2009, Italian Physial Soiety Conf. Pro. 99 (2010): 1�6.Abstrat:At the Institut für Kernphysik in Mainz, Germany, the mirotron MAMI has beenupgraded to 1.5GeV eletron beam energy. The magneti spetrometer KAOS isnow operated by the A1 ollaboration to study strangeness eletro-prodution. Itsompat design and its apability to detet negative and positive harged parti-les simultaneously under forward sattering angles omplements the existing spe-trometers. In 2008 kaon prodution o� a liquid hydrogen target was measured at
〈Q2〉 = 0.050 (GeV/c)2 and 0.036 (GeV/c)2. Assoiated Λ and Σ0 hyperons wereidenti�ed in the missing mass spetra. Major modi�ations to the beam-line areunder onstrution and a new eletron arm foal-surfae detetor system was builtin order to use KAOS as a double-arm spetrometer under zero degree satteringangle.P. Ahenbah [A1 Collaboration],Assoiated Λ/Σ0 eletroprodution with the Kaos spetrometer at MAMI,EPJ Web of Conferenes, Vol. 3 (2010), 19th International IUPAP Conferene onFew-Body Problems in Physis, Bonn, Germany, August 31 - September 5, 2009,E. Epelbaum, H.-W. Hammer and U.-G. Meiÿner (Eds.)[http://www.epj-onferenes.org/℄Abstrat:An instrument of entral importane for the strangeness photo- and eletropro-dution at the 1.5GeV eletron beam of the MAMI aelerator at the Institut fürKernphysik in Mainz, Germany, is the newly installed magneti spetrometer KAOSthat is operated by the A1 ollaboration in (e, e'K) reations on the proton or lightnulei. Its ompat design and its apability to detet negative and positive hargedpartiles simultaneously omplements the existing spetrometers. The strangenessprogram performed with KAOS in 2008�9 is addressing some important issues inthe �eld of elementary kaon photo- and eletroprodution reations. Although reentmeasurements have been performed at Je�erson Lab, there are still a number of openproblems in the interpretation of the data and the desription of the elementary pro-ess using phenomenologial models. With the identi�ation of Λ and Σ0 hyperonsin the missing mass spetra from kaon prodution o� a liquid hydrogen target it is19



demonstrated that the extended faility at MAMI is apable to perform strangenesseletroprodution spetrosopy at low momentum transfers Q2 < 0.5 (GeV/c)2. Theovered kinematis and systemati unertainties in the ross-setion extration fromthe data are disussed.P. Ahenbah et al. [KAOS-A1 Collaboration],First measurements of Λ and Σ0 hyperons in elementary eletroprodution atMAMI,Proeedings of Hyp X � 10th International Conferene on Hypernulear and StrangePartile Physis, Tokai, Japan, 14-18 September 2009, Nul. Phys. A 835 (2010)313-316. [http://www-onf.kek.jp/hyp2009/program.html℄Abstrat:Sine 2008 the magneti spetrometer KAOS, dediated to the detetion of har-ged kaons, is operating at the 1.5GeV eletron beam of MAMI at the Institut fürKernphysik in Mainz, Germany. The strangeness programme performed in 2008�9is addressing some important issues in the �eld of elementary kaon photoeletro-prodution reations. The identi�ation of Λ and Σ0 hyperons in the missing massspetra from kaon prodution o� a liquid hydrogen target demonstrates the apabili-ty of the extended faility to perform strangeness eletro-prodution spetrosopy atlow momentum transfers Q2 < 0.5 (GeV/c)2. Systemati unertainties in the ross-setion extration from the data are disussed.P. Ahenbah,Current Issues in Kaon Photoeletro-Prodution o� the Nuleon,to appear in the PoS Proeedings of the XLVIII International Winter Meeting onNulear Physis, Bormio, Italy, 25�29 January 2010.Abstrat:The eletromagneti kaon prodution amplitudes assoiated to Λ/Σ0 hyperons anbe desribed by phenomenologial models, most notably by a partiular type of ef-fetive Lagrangian model, ommonly referred to as isobar approah, in whih thereation amplitude is onstruted from bakground and resonane terms using s-,t-, or u-hannel exhange diagrammes.Experimental data on kaon prodution has been olleted at ELSA, SPring8, GRAAL,Tohoku, and Je�erson Lab in the past, the measurements at Je�erson Lab provi-ding the largest kinemati overage and statistial signi�ane. However, ambiguitiesinherent in the models, some data inonsisteny in the ross-setions taken at dif-ferent laboratories, and the problem of missing forward angle aeptane of theexperimental set-ups hinders a reliable extration of resonane parameters. Espe-ially the shape disrepany at a hadroni energy of W ≈ 1.9GeV is problemati,and partial-wave analyses in this energy region have produed various resonaneontributions, inluding D13, P13, D11, and S11 states.20



Preditions for the hypernulear photo-prodution ross-setion strongly need a on-sistent and omprehensive desription of the elementary proess at forward kaonangles, where the urrent strong variation of the models is very unsatisfatory.The situation learly indiates that more experimental and theoretial work is nee-ded in order to provide a omprehensive understanding of the elementary reation.A number of new experiments are now addressing these issues, among them theharged kaon eletro-prodution programme with the KAOS spetrometer at theMainz Mirotron MAMI.In this work preditions of the two prominent phenomenologial models, Kaon-Maidand Salay-Lyon A, are ompared for the kinematis at MAMI.M. Agnello et al. [FINUDA Collaboration],Proton spetra from Non-Mesoni Weak Deay of p-shell Λ-hypernulei and evidenefor the two-nuleon indued proess,Phys. Lett. B 685 (2010) 247-252.Abstrat:New spetra from the FINUDA experiment of the Non-Mesoni Weak Deay(NMWD) proton kineti energy for 9
ΛBe, 11

Λ B, 12
Λ C, 13

Λ C, 15
Λ N and 16

Λ O are presentedand disussed along with the published data on 5
ΛHe and 7

ΛLi.Exploiting the large mass number range and the low energy threshold (15MeV) forthe proton detetion of FINUDA, an evaluation of both Final State Interations(FSI) and the two-nuleon indued NMWD ontributions to the deay proess hasbeen done. Based on this evaluation, a linear dependene of FSI on the hypernulearmass number A is found and for the two-nuleon stimulated deay rate the experi-mental value of Γ2/Γp = 0.43± 0.25 is determined for the �rst time. A value for thetwo-nuleon stimulated deay rate to the total deay rate Γ2/ΓNMWD = 0.24 ± 0.10is also extrated.E. Bauer and G. Garbarino,A Theoretial Determination of N nn/N np in Hypernulear Non�Mesoni WeakDeay,X International Conferene on Hypernulear and Strange Partile Physis (Hyp-X),Tokai, Ibaraki (Japan), September 14-18, 2009, Nul. Phys. A 835 (2010) 430-433.Abstrat:The ratio N nn/N np between the number of neutron�neutron and neutron�protonpairs emitted in the non�mesoni weak deay of Λ�hypernulei is alulated withina nulear matter formalism extended to 12
Λ C via the loal density approximation.The single�nuleon emission spetra, N p and N n, are also evaluated. Our formalismtakes are of both ground state orrelations (gs) and �nal state interations (FSI).The evaluation of N nn/N np � whih, unlike Γn/Γp ≡ Γ(Λn → nn)/Γ(Λp → np),is an atual observable quantity in non�mesoni deay�is performed within a fully21



mirosopi model where a proper treatment of FSI, gs and ground state normali-zation is onsidered. All the isospin hannels ontributing to one� and two�nuleonindued deays are inluded. Our �nal result for the oinidene number ratio,N nn/N np = 0.374, is in agreement with the KEK�E508 datum,(N nn/N np)exp = 0.40 ± 0.10.E. Bauer, G. Garbarino, A. Parreño and A. RamosSingle and double oinidene nuleon spetra in the weak deay of Λ-hypernulei,Nul. Phys. A 836 (2010) 199-224.Abstrat:Single and double oinidene nuleon spetra in the weak deay of Λ-hypernuleiare studied within a nulear matter formalism extended to �nite nulei via the lo-al density approximation. With respet to previous alulations, the present workadopts a uni�ed mirosopi approah for both the one- and two-body indued me-hanisms, inluding the hannels Λnn → nnn and Λpp → npp in addition to themode Λnp → nnp already onsidered in earlier phenomenologial studies. The pro-pagation of the �nal nuleons in the residual nuleus is simulated by an intranulearasade ode. Through the omparison of our preditions with 12
Λ C KEK nuleonoinidene data obtained with a nuleon kineti energy threshold of 30MeV andan opening angle region os θNN ≤ -0.7 we determine Γn/Γp = 0.66 ± 0.24. We�nd that the value of Γn/Γp extrated from single nuleon distributions is stronglya�eted by �nal state interation e�ets. Some disrepanies between measured andalulated proton spetra are also pointed out.E. Botta et al. [FINUDA Collaboration],Reent results on mesoni weak deay of Λ-Hypernulei,Pro. of the Sendai International Symposium on Strangeness in Nulear and Ha-droni Systems - SENDAI08, Sendai, Japan, Deember 15-18, 2008, Eds. K. Maeda,S.N. Nakamura, H. Tamura, O. Hashimoto, (World Sienti� Publishing Co. Pte.Ltd., Singapore, 2010) pp. 274-280.Abstrat:The FINUDA experiment has performed a systemati study of mesoni weak deayof p-shell Λ-hypernulei. Reent results on the mesoni deay spetra and ratios areillustrated and disussed.T. Bressani and A. Feliiello,HPGe In Magneti Fields,Nul. Phys. News. Int. Vol. 20, No. 2, (2010) 30.
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S. Bufalino et al. [FINUDA Collaboration],New results on nonmesoni weak deay of Λ-hypernulei with FINUDA,Pro. of the Sendai International Symposium on Strangeness in Nulear and Ha-droni Systems - SENDAI08, Sendai, Japan, Deember 15-18, 2008, Eds. K. Maeda,S.N. Nakamura, H. Tamura, O. Hashimoto, (World Sienti� Publishing Co. Pte.Ltd., Singapore, 2010) pp. 281-286.Abstrat:The FINUDA experiment has performed a systemati study of the NonMesoniWeak Deay (NMWD) of Λ hypernulei analizing all the data olleted from 2003up to 2007. The results of a measurement of the spetra of protons oming from theNMWD of 5
ΛHe, 7

ΛLi, 9
ΛBe, 11

Λ B, 12
Λ C, 13

Λ C, 15
Λ N and 16

Λ O are the subjet of this paper.A. Gal,Overview of strangeness nulear physis,in 'Strangeness in Nulear and Hadroni Systems SENDAI08', Eds. K. Maeda et al.(WS, Singapore, 2010), pp. 9-21.Abstrat:Seleted topis in Strangeness Nulear Physis are reviewed: Λ-hypernulear spe-trosopy and struture, multistrangeness, and K̄ mesons in nulei.A. Gal,
K̄-nuleus dynamis: from quasibound states to kaon ondensation,Chinese Phys. Rev. C (in press, 2010). [invited talk at QNP09, Sept. 09. Beijing℄Abstrat:Coupled-hannel K̄N dynamis near threshold and its reperussions in few-body
K̄-nulear systems are brie�y reviewed, highlighting studies of a K−pp quasiboundstate. In heavier nulei, the extension of mean-�eld alulations to multi-K̄ nulearand hypernulear quasibound states is disussed. It is onluded that strangenessin �nite self-bound systems is realized through hyperons, with no room for kaonondensation.G. Garbarino,Weak deay of hypernulei: theory review and perspetives,X International Conferene on Hypernulear and Strange Partile Physis (Hyp-X),Tokai, Ibaraki (Japan), September 14-18, 2009, Nul. Phys. A 835 (2010) 144-151.Abstrat:A theoretial review is presented of hypernulear weak deay, with speial emphasison the non�mesoni modes. We fous on reent progress whih lead to the solution23



of long�standing puzzles on the Γn/Γp ratio and on the asymmetry parameter. Per-spetives for the future are also indiated.D. Gazda, E. Friedman, A. Gal, J. Mareš,Kaon ondensation and multi-strange matter,Nul. Phys. A 835 (2010) 287-294.Abstrat:We report on dynamial alulations of multi-K̄ hypernulei, whih were performedby adding K̄ mesons to partile-stable on�gurations of nuleons, Λ and Ξ hyperons.The K̄ separation energy as well as the baryoni densities saturate with the numberof antikaons. We demonstrate that the saturation is a robust feature of multi-K̄hypernulei. Beause the K̄ separation energy BK̄ does not exeed 200MeV, weonlude that kaon ondensation is unlikely to our in �nite strong-interation self-bound {N, Λ, Ξ} strange hadroni systems.O. Hashimoto et al. [HKS/HES Collaboration],Hypernulear Spetrosopy at JLab Hall C,Nul. Phys. A 835 (2010) 121-128.Abstrat:Sine the 1st generation experiment, E89-009, whih was suessfully arried out asa pilot experiment of (e,e'K+) hypernulear spetrosopy at JLab Hall C in 2000,preision hypernulear spetrosopy by the (e,e'K+) reations made onsiderableprogress. It has evolved to the 2nd generation experiment, E01-011, in whih a new-ly onstruted high resolution kaon spetrometer (HKS) was installed and the �Tiltmethod� was adopted in order to suppress large eletromagneti bakground andto run with high luminosity. Preliminary high-resolution spetra of 7
ΛHe and 28

Λ Altogether with that of 12
Λ B that ahieved resolution better than 500 keV(FWHM)were obtained. The third generation experiment, E05-115, has ompleted data ta-king with an experimental setup ombining a new splitter magnet, high resolutioneletron spetrometer (HES) and the HKS used in the 2nd generation experiment.The data were aumulated with targets of 7Li, 9Be, 10B, 12C and 52Cr as well aswith those of CH2 and H2O for alibration. The analysis is under way with partiu-lar emphasis of determining preision absolute hypernulear masses.In this artile, hypernulear spetrosopy program in the wide mass range at JLabHall C that has undergone three generation is desribed.V.K. Magas et al.Proton emission o� nulei indued by kaons in �ight,Phys. Rev. C 81, 024609 (2010), 20 pages24



Abstrat:We study the (K−, p) reation on nulei with a 1GeV/ momentum kaon beam, pay-ing speial attention to the region of emitted protons having kineti energy above600MeV, whih was used to laim a deeply attrative kaon nuleus optial poten-tial. Our model desribes the nulear reation in the framework of a loal densityapproah and the alulations are performed following two di�erent proedures: oneis based on a many-body method using the Lindhard funtion and the other is basedon a Monte Carlo simulation. The simulation method o�ers �exibility to aount forproesses other than kaon quasielasti sattering, suh as K− absorption by one andtwo nuleons, produing hyperons, and allows onsideration of �nal-state interati-ons of the K−, the p, and all other primary and seondary partiles on their way outof the nuleus, as well as the weak deay of the produed hyperons into πN . We �nda limited sensitivity of the ross setion to the strength of the kaon optial potential.We also show a serious drawbak in the experimental setup - the requirement forhaving, together with the energeti proton, at least one harged partile deteted inthe deay ounter surrounding the target - as we �nd that the shape of the originalross setion is appreiably distorted, to the point of invalidating the laims madein the experimental paper on the strength of the kaon nuleus optial.A. Parreño [NPLQCD Collaboration],YN and YY interations from lattie QCD simulations,10th International Conferene on Hypernulear and Strange Partile Physis(Hyp-X), Tokai, Ibaraki, JAPAN, 14-18 September 2009. Nul. Phys. A 835 (2010)184-191.Abstrat:One of the main motivations for investing human and eonomi e�ort in LattieQCD alulations of nulear physis quantities is to explore setors that annotbe aessed experimentally, or whih an be measured with only limited preisi-on. Two lines of researh where suh kind of alulations may have a lear impatare the study of the evolution of supernova and of the struture and deay of on-ventional and strange nulei. Key ingredients for both investigations are the lowenergy interations among baryons. Unfortunately, due to the short lifetime of hy-perons, the interations among baryons in the strange setor are only approximatelyknown. The unsatisfatory amount of data oming from sattering experiments pro-dues large unertainties in the sattering amplitudes. Lattie QCD simulations ofbaryon-baryon interations an play a ruial role, and points out as a reliable wayto obtain omplementary information to what an be obtained from experimentsinvolving baryons in the low energy region.J. Pohodzalla and A. Sanhez Lorente,Roadmap for double hypernulei spetrosopy at PANDA,EPJ Web of Conferenes, Vol. 3 (2010), 19th International IUPAP Conferene on25



Few-Body Problems in Physis, Bonn, Germany, August 31 - September 5, 2009,E. Epelbaum, H.-W. Hammer and U.-G. Meiÿner (Eds.)[http://www.epj-onferenes.org/℄Abstrat:Hypernulear Physis is urrently attrating renewed attention. Thanks to the useof stored p̄ beams, opious prodution of double Λ hypernulei is expeted at theP̄anda experiment whih will enable high preision γ�spetrosopy of suh nuleifor the �rst time. In the present work we have studied the population of parti-le stable, exited states in double hypernulei after the apture of a Ξ− within astatistial deay model. In order to hek the feasibility of produing and perfor-ming γ�spetrosopy of double hypernulei at P̄ANDA, an event generator basedon these alulations has been implemented in the P̄ANDA simulation frameworkPANDAROOT.J. Pohodzalla, A. Botvina, A. Sanhez Lorente,Studies of Hyperons and Antihyperons in Nulei,to appear in the PoS Proeedings of the XLVIII International Winter Meeting onNulear Physis, Bormio, Italy, 25�29 January 2010.Abstrat:Stored antiproton beams at the international FAIR faility will provide unique op-portunities to study hyperons as well as antihyperons in nulear systems. Prei-se γ-spetrosopy of multi-strange hypernulei will serve as a laboratory for thehyperon-hyperon interation. Exlusive hadron-antihadron pair prodution lose tothreshold an measure the potential of a antihadron relativ to that of the oinidenthadrons.In the present work we explore the prodution of exited states in double hypernuleifollowing the miro-anonial break-up of an initially exited double hypernuleuswhih is reated by the absorption and onversion of a stopped Ξ− hyperon. Ge-nerally the formation of exited hypernulear states dominates in this model. Fordi�erent initial target nulei whih absorb the Ξ−, di�erent double hypernulei nuleidominate. We also onfront the model preditions with the orrelated pion spetrameasured by the E906 ollaboration.Due to energy and momentum onservation event-by-event transverse momentumorrelations of the produed hadrons and antihadrons ontain information on the dif-ferene between their nulear potentials. For produed D-meson pairs at 6.7GeV/the sensitivity of the transverse momenta orrelation will probably be to small todedue di�erenes between the potentials for D+ and D− mesons. However, for ΞΞ̄pairs produed at 2.9GeV/ the asymmetry is su�iently sensitive to prediteddi�erenes between the Ξ and Ξ̄ potentials even if the momentum and density de-pendene of the the potential are taken into aount.
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A. Ramos et al.The (K−, p) reation on nulei with in-�ight kaons,10th International Conferene on Hypernulear and Strange Partile Physis, 14-18September, 2009, Tokai, Ibaraki (Japan). Nul. Phys. A 835 (2010) 382-385.Abstrat:We perform a theoretial study of the spetrum of protons with kineti energies ofaround 600MeV, emitted following the interation of 1GeV/ kaons with nulei. Areent experimental analysis of this (K−, p) reation on 12C, based on the domi-nant quasielasti proess, has suggested a deeply attrative kaon nuleus potential.Our Monte Carlo simulation onsiders, in addition, the one-and two-nuleon K−absorption proesses produing hyperons that deay into πN pairs. We �nd thatthis kaon in-�ight reation is not well suited to determine the kaon optial potentialdue, essentially, to the limited sensitivity of the ross setion to its strength, andalso to unavoidable unertainties from the oinidene requirement applied in theexperiment. A shallow kaon nuleus optial potential obtained in hiral models isperfetly ompatible with the observed spetrumT. R. Saito et al. [HypHI Collaboration],The HypHI Phase 0 experiment,Proeedings of Hyp X � 10th International Conferene on Hypernulear and StrangePartile Physis, Tokai, Japan, 14-18 September 2009, Nul. Phys. A 835 (2010)110-116. [http://www-onf.kek.jp/hyp2009/program.html℄Abstrat:The HypHI Phase 0 experiment to demonstrate the feasibility of preise hypernule-ar spetrosopy with indued reations of heavy ion beams was performed at GSIin August and Otober in 2009, with a projetile of 6Li at 2AGeV impinged onarbon graphite target with a thikness of 8 g/m2. The experiment mainly aims toreonstrut events of 3
ΛH, 4

ΛH and 5
ΛHe by observing the π− deay hannel. Detailsof the HypHI Phase 0 experiment performed in August in 2009 will be disussed.
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2.2 Conferene Presentations 2010
P. Ahenbah,New measurements on the nuleon struture with MAMI,74th Annual Meeting of the German Physial Soiety with the Spring Meeting ofthe Hadroni and Nulear Physis Division, Bonn, Germany, 15�19 Marh 2010.[http://bonn10.dpg-tagungen.de/index.html℄Abstrat:The Institut für Kernphysik in Mainz is operating the mirotron MAMI produinga high-quality ontinuous beam of eletrons with an endpoint energy of 1.5�1.6GeVfor hadron and nulear physis.The spetrometer faility has been used to measure the proton elasti form fatorswith unpreedented sub-perent preision, being sensitive for the �rst time to detai-led strutures in the form fator as urrently under debate. Sine 2008 the magnetispetrometer KAOS is used in the faility for kaon spetrosopy addressing someimportant issues in the �eld of elementary kaon photoeletro-prodution.The Crystal Ball and TAPS set-up was equipped with a frozen-spin polarized targetto perform new high-preision, high-statistis measurements of neutral meson pro-dution and polarization observables on the nuleon.At the A4 experimental set-up new measurements of the parity violating asymmetryin elasti eletron sattering were performed, leading to an improved determinationof the strange quark ontributions to the vetor form fators of the proton.To onlude, the eletron aelerator MAMI represents a unique researh tool forpreision measurements with the eletroweak probe that is now also overing thestrangeness setor.S. Bleser, P. Ahenbah, R. Böhm, J. Pohodzalla and A. Sanhez-Lorente
[PANDA Collaboration],Performane of silion-strip-detetors in diret ontat with absorbers for the seon-dary target at PANDA,74th Annual Meeting of the German Physial Soiety with the Spring Meeting ofthe Hadroni and Nulear Physis Division, Bonn, Germany, 15�19 Marh 2010.[http://bonn10.dpg-tagungen.de/index.html℄Abstrat:In order to produe and detet double Λ-hypernulei at the PANDA-detetor atGSI, a small seondary sandwih target is foreseen. This will be omposed of stakedsilion-strip-detetors and layers of absorber material, 9Be, 10,11B or 12,13C.
Ξ−-baryons esaping the primary 12C-target are deelerated and the weak deayproduts will be identy�ed in the seondary target. After assembling a test stati-on, funtionality-tests of silion-strip-detetors in diret ontat with absorberlayers28



have been performed. The results of these test measurements will be desribed andthe onsequenes for the operation of the seondary target will be disussed.J. Mares,Nulear Systems with Strangeness,Nordi Winter Meeting on Physis � FAIR, Björkliden, Sweden, 21-26 Marh, 2010.Abstrat:Seleted topis in strangeness nulear physis are reviewed. The disussion invol-ves hyperon-nuleus interations, few-body systems with hyperons, spetrosopy ofLambda hypernulei, double- and multi-strangeness baryoni systems. We also brief-ly report on the study of antikaon-nuleus dynamis in the quest for kaoni nulei.T.R. Saito et al.First results from hypernulei experiments at GSI,Annual NuSTAR Meeting 2010, GSI Darmstadt, Germany, Marh 1st-5th, 2010.A. Sanhez-Lorente,Hypernulear physis and TOF,XXXII. PANDA Collaboration Meeting, 8-12 Marh 2010.
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